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Welcome to 6th Grade!
The sixth grade teams, Adventurers, Ambassadors, and Explorers, wish to welcome you to
the 2019-2020 school year. We are looking forward to a great year in sixth grade. You
will be required to exhibit high degrees of organization and responsibility.
Organization begins with daily use of the agenda book. Suggested school supplies are

listed on the 6th Grade Supply List. Once the new school year has begun, students will be
notified by their team and individual teachers of specific items required for the classroom.
A student in sixth grade is responsible for completing all work on time. If you miss a class,
you must check with the teacher for make-up work and procedures. We are preparing
some exciting activities, lessons, and events for you. You, too, should be preparing to have
a successful year. Checking your teachers’ webpages is a great way to get a jump-start on
getting to know your teachers and their expectations. You can access the teachers’
websites by going to www.mbgsd.org. Choose “Our Schools,” “Middle School,” “Academic
Teams,” and then the teacher’s name.
Sixth grade uses the secondary grading system, which reports grades as percentages. The
percentages are as follows:

A = 93-100%
B = 85-92%
C = 76-84%
D = 70-75%
F = 69 &/or lower
Grades are regularly updated on Sapphire. It is highly recommended that both students
and parents check Sapphire on a weekly basis in order to stay up to date with current
progress.
We look forward to meeting you on August 21st, our first day of school.
Sincerely,
The Sixth Grade Teachers, Administration, and Staff
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